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(Extracted from News Letter 5847-046)
2nd day of the 11th month 5847 years after the creation of Adam
The 11th Month in the Second year of the third Sabbatical Cycle
The Third Sabbatical Cycle of the 119th Jubilee Cycle
The Sabbatical Cycle of Earthquakes Famines, and Pestilences
January 28, 2012

Shabbat Shalom Brethren,
In case many of you, based on the emails I received this week, forgot, the headquarters to
Yehovah’s kingdom is Jerusalem. It is from Jerusalem that we base our beginning of the
months as seen from there. It is possible to see the moon from North America before Israel
does in certain months. We have always reported the moon as it has been sighted from
Jerusalem and nowhere else. We will continue to do so going forward despite the many email
calling me a false teacher.
Those of you who base the sighting of the moon in North America as the official start of the
month, a question to you. Who is your authority? And if you say Yehovah, then where is His
headquarters? When did it move to Arkansas, or Biloxi or where ever you are? There must be
some uniformity. Yes, we all need to practice looking for it and understanding how to do it. But
to have everyone on different days just makes us all look rebellious to those who keep the
conjunction. When is Ephraim going to stop being rebellious and begin to work together and
stop the fighting. Stop the name calling and derogatory remarks.
With the New Moon not being sighted again this month I was caught unsure as to which day
was the first day of this 11th month. We do not go by it could have been seen or should have
been seen. We go by two witnesses near to Jerusalem who actually did see the first crescent
of the moon. If it is not seen, then a 30-day month is declared.
,http://www.karaitekorner.org/new_moon.shtml
We last had a report of the moon being sighted in November.
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November 2011
Ninth Biblical Month
On Saturday November 26, 2011, the new moon was sighted from Israel. The moon was first
sighted:
The moon was not sighted December 25 Making December 26 the 30th day of the 9th month.
On Tuesday night of January 24th again the moon was not sighted making the January 25th at
sunset the 30th day.
So at Shabbat January 28 will be the 2nd day of the 11 Month beginning with sunset the night
before. Each Shabbat is from Sunset to sunset.
This all becomes very relevant if we do not see the moon from Israel at the end of this month
or next. It will mean that Passover could be well past the full moon and this will no doubt upset
many people who do not understand the sighting of the moon. And those who will go it alone
here in North America instead of accepting Authority from Jerusalem.
It is this very same rule that Noah used while in the ark. He entered after the second Passover
on the 17th day. He could not see the moon inside the ark due to the rain the first month nor
the second month nor the third month nor the fourth or fifth because he was inside the ark.
“Gen 7:16 And those going in, male and female of all flesh, went in as Elohim had commanded
him, and ???? shut him in.”
Noah did not open up a window until after the 40 days of rain.
“Gen 8:6 And it came to be, at the end of forty days, that Noah opened the window of the ark
which he had made,”
He could have checked for the moon at this time, but it was not seen. We know it was not seen
because Noah had 5 months of 30 day each month.
Study now the articles on the New Moon and study to know where Yehovah has set up His
kingdom in the past and in the future. It is Jerusalem and we had better get under His authority
and learn to obey now. Later it will be too late.
Yes go out and practice sighting the moon no matter where you live but yield authority to
Jerusalem.
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